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What did this project do for species?

What did this project do for people?

What has collaboration achieved?

What is the legacy of this project?

• We restored 10ha of heathland at RSPB’s
Pulborough Brooks nature reserve by removing the
scrub, bracken and bramble, and scraping off the
surface mulch to create patches of bare ground the
species needs.

• We organised events enjoyed by over 700 people
to learn about Field Crickets and other heathland
invertebrates.

• We collaborated with South Downs National Park
(SDNP) and their NLHF Heathlands Reunited Project,
with SDNP rangers attending our Back from the
Brink Field Cricket training courses and assisting in
translocations.

• We have planned legacy work with neighbouring
landowners to establish suitable habitat in
surrounding areas to enable the population of Field
Crickets to extend further and become more robust.

• We increased the connectivity between two
existing Field Cricket sites by providing a habitat
stepping-stone, making it easier for crickets to
disperse and the populations to link.
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• Events included Heathland Safaris, Night-time
safaris to hear Nightjars and Field Crickets, ‘walks and
talks’ and informative workshops.
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• We increased the number of occupied sites by
translocating crickets to RSPB’s Farnham Heath
reserve and newly restored heath at Pulborough.
• Monitoring proved the species bred at both new
sites in 2020 with further proof of breeding at
Pulborough in spring 2021. We have also recorded
a expansion from the original population in the
southern part of Farnham Heath.
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• We worked with almost 400 volunteers who have
helped to manage the heathland and organise public
events and assisted in translocations and monitoring.
• We raised awareness of Field Crickets to an
estimated 3 million people through features on
BBC Spring Watch, magazine articles, YouTube videos,
talks at a conference and an account in a recently
published book ‘Framing Nature: Conservation and
Culture’.
We held two art events on this species;
see them here
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• Annual meetings of the Field Cricket Species
Recovery Working Group have been hosted by RSPB
and include Natural England, Sussex Wildlife Trust
and South Downs National Park and Hampshire
County Council.
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• The results of the project have informed the future
direction of Field Cricket Species Recovery work.
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• We have also engaged with private landowners
including Barlavington and Bignor Estates and West
Sussex Golf Course.
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